YOUR MONTHLY NEWS & UPDATES
"Financial Literacy is an issue that should command our
attention because many Americans are not adequately
organizing finances for their education, healthcare, and
retirement." Ron Lewis

Upcoming Events
Save the Date!
COHEAO's Higher Education Compliance Workshop:
Affordability, Payment Options & Funding Trends
Workshop Description: This one-day workshop in Dallas, TX will dive into key topics
that impact campus funding. Registration Information Coming Soon!
When: Wednesday, April 10, 2019 8:30 am - 4:00 pm
Where: Southern Methodist University
6425 Boaz Lane Dallas, TX 75205

Registration Open!
Higher Education Financial Wellness Summit 2019
Summit Description: The goal of HEFWA is to connect those who value the
signifigance in students' understanding of how to manage their personal finances, and
seek to move forward this emerging field.
When: July 14-16, 2019
Where: Indiana University in Bloomington, Indiana

Register

College Students Face a Greater
Risk of Identity Theft
College students and their parents
probably don't spend much time worrying
about identity theft. But as students
head back to school this fall, they should
take precautions to prevent their identities
from being stolen.
Read M ore

9 Tips for Students and Others Filing
Taxes for the First Time
Filing your federal income taxes for the first time
can be daunting. We’ve all grown up hearing our
parents and the media complain about the
headaches of tax season. NerdWallet asked
university experts to share some advice to make
things easier for college students and others filing
their first tax returns.
Read M ore

Pinterest is Your Friend
Need Financial Literacy Images for
your next workshop or flyer?
Check out this collection by David
Vogelsang. Promotional material or
dynamic presentations in a meme world
can be challenging. However, using
images that are relatable, funny or
conversational can spark the interest of
college students and or peers.
Financial Literacy Images

